On the robustness of stride frequency estimation.
The robustness of stride frequency estimation (location and spread) from stride period data is investigated using influence functions. Theoretical analysis reveals that stride frequency estimates by Stokes et al. and by direct calculation have unbounded influence functions and zero breakdown points, implying a lack of both local and global robustness. Comparison of estimates obtained from an ensemble of pathological gait stride time series shows that on average, differences among estimators are not statistically significant (p > or = 0.59) for long time series (hundreds of strides). Specific circumstances under which nonrobust estimates depart from robust estimates are investigated in terms of outlier influence. We recommend some heuristic rules-of-thumb for prudent selection of nonrobust stride frequency estimators for a given stride time series. The theoretical and empirical estimator comparisons suggest that in general, more research on estimator robustness in quantitative gait analysis is warranted.